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 Abstract: The first known drawings of machines can be found in warfare-themed 
manuscripts. The oldest of them dates back to the 14th century, but their proliferation took place in 
the 15th century. During the century an almost standardized drawing style, vocabulary was 
developed, which also survived throughout the Renaissance. 
 Compared to the relatively high number of the survived warfare-related manuscripts that 
included drawings (their number is above 50), the representation of machines for civil usage is 
very rare throughout the century, even though the architectural drawings also proliferated during 
this century, and they also introduced a distinct representation style. 
 The survived portfolio of the Strasbourg master builder Hans Hammer lies at the intersection 
of this two disciplines: it includes both machine and architectural drawings in a large number. 
Given the occupation of the master, it can safely assumed that in contrast to those found in the 
majority of the contemporary machine drawings, his machines served civil purposes. 
 In this article the following questions are discussed: how do Hans Hammer’s machine 
drawings fit in the corpus of the contemporary machine drawings both by drawing style and 
function; and with which manuscripts can a direct connection be made? 
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1. Medieval machine drawings 
 The representation of construction sites - including the machines used - was a 
beloved subject of the mediaeval artists. These artistic impressions cannot be considered 
as technical drawings, although they are important sources about the contemporary 
building technology [1]. The first known technical drawings are architectural drawings 
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from the 13th century [2]. The most famous of them is the portfolio of Villard de 
Honnecourt [2], [3], [4]. In this portfolio some little bit obscure machine drawings can 
be seen on the folios 22v and 22r. After these early drawings the first machine drawings 
can be found in warfare-themed manuscripts. The oldest of them is the book of Guido 
da Vigevano from the middle of the 14th century, but their proliferation took place in the 
15th century. The first pioneering manuscripts containing civil machines (mills, cranes, 
hoists, instruments of shipping, pumps) are Taccola’s books from the second third of the 
century, and Giorgio Martini’s from the last third [5], [6].  
2. The machine drawings of Hans Hammer 
 Hans Hammer was the master builder of the Strasbourg cathedral at the end of the 
15th and the beginning of the 16th century [7]. He visited Hungary, so several 
publications are available about his portfolio from Hungarian authors also [8], [9], [10], 
[11], [12]. His drawings from around the turn of the 16th century fit in the 
aforementioned series [13]. The importance of the manuscript is raised by the fact that it 
incorporates machines for civil use only, and in contrast to the aforementioned two 
(Taccola, Giorgio Martini) it originates north of the Alps. The Italian and the German 
technical literature had separate ways in the 15th century. In Italy - in opposite to the 
German warfare-themed tradition - the manuscripts usually incorporated both civil and 
warfare topics. The root of this tradition could be the works of Brunelleschi [14]. 
 Hans Hammer's portfolio includes 19 machine drawings on 9 pages, lacking any 
written commentary. These drawings are near the beginning of the portfolio, after  
4 pages of text. These texts are similar to the survived - very few - contemporary 
treatise-like texts (e.g. Lorenz Lechler, Des Chores Mass und Gerechtigkeit [15]), so 
they discuss mainly proportions, needful advices, but they don't include any hint about 
the machines. According to the page numbering and inlay page from the 17th century, 
the antecedent three pages of the machine drawings are missing from the portfolio. 
Maybe these pages carried some information about the machines. Without them the 
reader can only rely on the drawings. 
 Considering the drawing technique they can be divided to two types: on five pages 
there are drawings shaded with colored ink, on the remaining four are line drawings 
drawn with only one color. 
 Considering the function the machines can be divided into three groups: frame-
cranes, cantilever-cranes, and unique machines. The first two main types of machines 
can be observed on other contemporary drawings, too. From the unique machines the 
one on the folio 3 recto (Fol. 3r) is a device with a crank and a flywheel, a transmission, 
a counterweight, and arched legs. Both the crank and the arched leg hint to southern 
connections (these rarely show up north of the Alps, but are common in Italy) [16] 
(Fig. 1). A more or less similar device with double wheel is shown on the 
Katharinenaltar in Neustift (Austria), but it’s not a hoisting engine, but an uncommon 
breaking wheel [17]. 
 The second unique machine is a metal frame and crank with tackle blocks installed 
to a vertical cylinder (Fol. 4v). This can be a one-person operated small hoist, mounted 
to an existing building part. 
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 The third unique device isn't an elevator: it's a wind-powered chicken griller 
(Fol. 5r). 
 Main questions are whether the machines are Hans Hammer’s original designs, are 
they represented with the intention of later use, or are they simple observations of 
existing machines? The aforementioned first unique machine (the one with the crank 
and the flywheel) is likely an original design, while the rest of the machines were drawn 
by the intention of later use, with some modifications and improvements on earlier 
machines. 
 
Fig. 1. A unique machine on Hans Hammer, fol. 3r 
 The contemporary sources available for the Author during his research contain 
several drawings with machines analogous to Hans Hammer’s machines, but none of 
them is identical to any of his drawings. The Weimar manuscript discussed later in this 
article contains the most similarities. 
 There is no need to examine the originality of the drawings and machines. 
According to Hall, none of the 15th-century technological manuscripts is original in the 
present-day sense [18]. Only the level and type of the copies vary. Some drawings copy 
from the practice, some from other manuscripts, and most of them - as likely Hans 
Hammer’s drawings - mix these two methods. The source of knowledge needs to be 
examined, not the originality. Every manuscript is the end of an information chain, and 
so is Hans Hammer’s. 
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3. Hans Hammer’s drawings and  
the other 15th-century machine drawings 
 Regarding the wide spread of the technical drawings in the 15th century Lefèvre 
mentions five important aspects [2]. From them the following three can be applied to 
Hans Hammer’s drawings: 
 New forms of division of labor in the ‘high-tech’ sectors (construction of 
cathedrals, shipbuilding, mining): the earlier flat hierarchy was replaced by 
complex structures of cooperation and orders; 
 New forms of knowledge propagation: the technological development needed 
new instruments of communication between the professionals; 
 New forms of learning and instruction: close relation to the aforementioned two 
points, the knowledge transfer also required new instruments. 
 Popplow [5] differentiates four groups of the machine drawings regarding their 
purpose:  
1. Presenting devices to a broader public; 
2. Machine drawings in the process of realizing mechanical devices; 
3. Machine drawings as engineers’ private archives; 
4. Drawings serving theoretical considerations of machines. 
 The first and the fourth point does not apply to Hans Hammer’s machine drawings, 
all the more the second and the third. 
 The other drawings and texts in the portfolio are in direct connection with the 
profession of the master: they represent buildings and building parts, they give 
instructions about construction. There is no reason to doubt the statement, that the well-
made machine drawings are also connected to the master builder’s job. The machines 
could be used for the construction and maintenance of the cathedral. 
 Looking at the whole portfolio it is certain, that it served a private purpose without 
the intention of making it public. The machines are displayed alone, without the 
conditions of their application, while in the presentation books the machines are set in 
scenes to help their understanding [19]. 
 Looking at the drawing style Hans Hammer’s machine drawings meet the 
conventions of the contemporary machine drawings. From around 1405 until 1750 these 
drawings used the same graphical scheme. While the craftsmen had drawn details (if 
anything) and the architects orthogonal plans, elevations, sections; the machine 
drawings got stuck in a tradition where only one drawing was used to represent the 
whole machine. This is true both for the sketches and the elaborate presentational  
drawings [20]. 
 According to McGee [20] and Leng [19] this representational style has the following 
main characteristics: 
1. The drawings have no scale; the final size of the machines was determined 
during their construction. To understand the drawings the context of their 
construction is needed; 
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2. One drawing for one machine. There aren’t any different views about the same 
machine; 
3. Only one, usually elevated viewpoint. The perspective is distorted when it is 
necessary for the understanding of some parts. 
 It is important to mention, that besides all of this, Hans Hammer also used one 
minor, but unique technique: on some drawings some kind of ‘transparency’ can be 
observed. This means that some hidden parts are also displayed [21]. 
 It is interesting that for the architectural elements Hans Hammer used the different 
convention of the architectural drawings, which was already established by that time. It 
can be observed that Villard also used different conventions for the machines and the 
buildings. The reason for this could be that the building parts had to be constructed 
accurately, while the machines had to be adapted according to their specific place of 
application, which required changing their size and proportions [22]. 
 Besides the famous great presentational books (Kyeser, Taccola, Giorgio Martini, 
etc. [6]) machine drawings from the 15th century almost exclusively survived in master 
gun makers’ manuscripts. They also have to be examined, because Hans Hammer’s 
portfolio and drawings show similarities to them. 
 From the 15th century and from the beginning of the 16th century about fifty warfare-
themed illustrated manuscripts have survived. Their authors are almost always 
unknown. All of them originate in the South German lands, and their German name is 
Büchsenmeisterbuch. The only earlier work used by them was the Bellifortis by Konrad 
Kyeser. 
 They also differ in more aspects from the aforementioned great presentational 
books. They were made for internal use (for the author himself or for his colleagues), 
not for their patron. They primarily served as memos for the author, secondly as an 
instrument for information transfer [19]. All of this is true for Hans Hammer’s book, 
too. 
4. Hans Hammer’s book and the Ingenieurkunst 
und Wunderbuch from Weimar 
 The turn of the 16th century is the beginning of something that will be called later 
encyclopedic literature, with lots of survived manuscripts [23]. They also share some 
similarities with the great presentational books. 
 The most important of these ‘encyclopedic’ works are the following three [24]: 
 The ‘Rüst- und Feuerwerkbuch’ of the city Frankfurt [25]; 
 The ‘Kriegsbuch’ of Ludwig von Eyb d. J. [26]; 
 The ‘Ingenieurkunst- und Wunderbuch’ (Weimar fol. 328) [27]. 
 Hans Hammer’s machine drawings mostly share similarities with the last one, both 
by drawing style and the function of the machines. About this book almost nothing is 
known. It probably originates after 1496, but the author, the patron and the place of 
origin are unknown. The majority of the more than 600 drawings overlap with the work 
of Eyb. From this fact the origin of Upper Palatinate can be assumed. Similar to Eyb’s 
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work, the intention of the author was to collect as much drawings as possible. Also the 
sources of information can be the same: the libraries of the Palatinate and Upper 
Palatinate [28]. 
 Regarding Hans Hammer’s portfolio there is an important difference between the 
Weimar manuscript and the work of Eyb: in the Weimar manuscripts multiple drawings 
can be directly associated with Hans Hammer’s portfolio. All of these drawings are 
missing from the work of Eyb. 
 It is important, that these drawings can be found on pages close to each other in the 
manuscript, in two groups. The Weimar manuscript counts more hundred pages, so it is 
likely not an accident. In Hans Hammer’s portfolio on the page 4r four machines are 
displayed [29], similar drawings are on the folios 164v, 165r, 166r, 166v in the Weimar 
manuscript [30]. The other two are on the pages 279v and 280r [31]. They are less 
advanced compared to the majority of the codex considering their drawing style. 
Because of the striking similarities it is likely, that they were drawn using the folio 9 
(recto and verso) of Hans Hammer [32] (Fig. 2 and Fig. 3). About these parts of the 
codex Leng writes the following: 
 164v-168v: ‘Brech- und Hebezeug, teilweise ähnlich BSB, cgm 356, S.  
79-130; ähnlich aber auch UBE, B 26, 190v–191r’; 
 276r–281v: ‘Ebenhöhen, Fahrbare Brücken, Fallgitter, Hebezeug, Lurche (?) 
nach nicht identifizierbaren, vermutlich älteren Bildkatalogen’ [33]. 
 
Fig. 2. Hans Hammer, fol. 9v, Source: Wolfenbüttel Digital Library 
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Fig. 3. Weimar Cod. Fol. 328, fol. 280r, Source: Klassik Stiftung Weimar 
 One of these non-identifiable sources could be the book of Hans Hammer. Tissot 
also observed before the similarity between Hammer’s drawings and the Weimar 
fol. 328, on the basis of the drawings of the page 3r [34]. The correspondence in detail 
presumes a direct connection instead of one common source. While relying on Hans 
Hammer’s detailed drawings, the machines could be constructed, which is not true for 
the Weimar drawings because of their mistakes (Fig. 4). This and the less developed 
drawing style buttresses the argument that Hans Hammer’s drawings are the source of 
the other, not in reverse. In the first matching group (page 4r by Hans Hammer; pages 
164v, 165r, 166r, 166v in the Weimar manuscript) the Weimar drawings look more 
advanced at first glance. But by functioning they have several mistakes: the one on the 
165r displays the windlass attached to the frame. On Hans Hammer’s drawing it is 
separated, so it could be operated independently from the frame (e.g. the frame is 
mounted high on the scaffolding, while the windlass stays on the ground). Similarly odd 
on the 280r in the Weimar manuscript the rope is running along the wrong side of the 
lower pulley, while at Hans Hammer it is displayed correctly. On the same drawing of 
the Weimar manuscript the placing of the sleeve on the bottom of the shaft is obscure, 
while at Hans Hammer it is absolutely clear. 
 The unknown author of the Weimar manuscript tried to reach completeness: he 
includes earlier, rich and well-known works almost in their full length in his work. 
According to the aforementioned facts he also used Hans Hammer’s work, before the 
death of the master. 
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Fig. 4. 3D-reconstruction of the unique machine on fol. 3r of Hans Hammer 
4. Conclusion 
 In general it can be said, that by drawing style Hans Hammer’s drawings fit fully in 
the corpus of the contemporary machine drawings. Looking on the circumstances of 
their origin some unique characteristics can be observed: in opposite to the majority of 
the drawings from the turn of the 15th-16th centuries, the drawings of Hans Hammer are 
not plain copies of earlier drawings. The intention of the master was not just to collect 
some drawings, but to engineer machines for his specific purposes as a master builder. 
Of course he used the available knowledge of his era, also from south of the Alps. These 
drawings are first hand pieces information about the technical side of constructing a 
Gothic cathedral. 
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